where the prime denotes the derivative with respect to the space coordinate. This equation, in the frequency domain, describes the propagation of waves in a nonhomogeneous medium where k* is energy, l/H(x) is the wave speed, and Q(X) is the restoring force per unit length. Our assumptions on H(x) and Q(X) in this article will vary, but several key results will be proved under the same set of assumptions listed here for future reference: (Hl) H(x) is strictly positive and piecewise continuous with jump discontinuities at X, for n=l ,...,N such that xI<*..<xN.
( (x,,x,+,) for n=O ,,.., N, wherexc=-a andx,,,+,=+m. (H5) Q E L; + ,(R) for some a E [0, 11, where Lb(Z) is the space of measurable functions f(x) on I such that S, dn( 1 + ]~])~]f(x)] <co.
H2) H(x) -+ H, as x --+ km, where H, are positive constants. (H3) H-H t EL'(R'), where R-=(-m,O) and R+=(O,+m). (H4) H' is absolutely continuous on (x, ,x n+l) and 2H"H-3(H')*~Li
The scattering solutions of Eq. (1.1) are those behaving like eikH+ or ewikHzx as x --t +m. Such solutions occur when k*>O. There are two linearly independent scattering solutions of Eq. (1.1) satisfying the boundary conditions ft(k,x)=e ikH+x+~(l), f;(k,x)=ikH+eikH+"+o(l), x -+ +a, (1.2) f,(k,x) = e-ikH-x -to(l), f:(k,x)= -ikH-e-ikH-x+o( l), x --+ --M.
(1.3)
We will call ft(k,x) the Jost solution of Eq. (1.1) from the left and f,(k,x) the Jost solution from the right. We have 1 fdkx) = T,(k) - eikH-x ; L(k) e-ikH-++o (l) T,(k) ) x--,--a, 1 f,tkx) = T,O e -ikH+x+ R(k) -elkH+++o(l), x 3 +m, T,(k) (1.4) (1.5) where T/(k) and T,(k) are the transmission coefficients from the left and from the right, respectively, and R(k) and L(k) are the reflection coefficients from the right and from the left, respectively. The scattering matrix associated with Eq. (1.1) is defined as S(k)=[ ;;;; irfj.
The solutions of Eq. (1.1) belonging to L2(R) are called the bound state solutions; to be more precise, here we need to use L2(R,H(x)2dx) instead of L*(R,dx), but these two spaces are equivalent due to the fact that H(x) is a strictly pdsitive, bounded function. Such solutions may occur only at finitely many negative values of k*, known as the bound state energies. Associated with each bound state is a positive constant called the bound state norming constant. The purpose of this article is to recover H(x) from the scattering data consisting of Q(x), one of the reflection coefficients, either of H, , and the bound state energies and norming constants. In the special case when Q(x)=0 and H, = 1, Grinberg' proposed a method to recover H(n) with jump discontinuities; in Ref. 2 the case Q(x) = 0 and H, # 1 was considered. When Q(x) = 0, the solution of the inverse problem for Eq. (1.1) is greatly simplified because in that case there are no bound states and the reduced reflection coefficients defined in Eq. (4.1) are strictly less than 1 in absolute value; in fact, as noted in Refs. 1 and 2 no abstract Fredholm theory is needed to solve the resulting singular integral equation when Q(x) = 0. When H(x) is twice continuously differentiable, the solution of the inverse problem can be found3 by using a Liouville transformation defined on the whole real axis. However, when H(x) has discontinuities, the Liouville transformation (3.1) can only be used locally, i.e., only on each interval (x, ,x,+~). In fact, the nonexistence of a global Liouville transformation greatly complicates the analysis of the inverse scattering problem. A discussion of the inverse problem when H(x) has discontinuities was also given in Ref. 4 , where a different approach was used and an incomplete solution was given.
The discontinuities in H(x) correspond to abrupt changes in the properties of the medium in which the wave propagates. In the inversion procedure described in Refs. 1 and 2 and in the present article, neither the locations of the discontinuities of H(x) nor the jumps in H(x) at such locations are given as part of the scattering data; on the contrary, these locations and jumps are recovered by the inversion method.
In order to extend our solution of the inverse problem from Q E L;(R) to Q E L:+,(R) with (YE (O,l), we relate the key singular integral equation (5.21) to the solution of the vector RiemannHilbert problem (7.4)-(7.7) whose unique solvability is proved by studying factorizations of almost periodic matrix functions.5'6 Although Riemann-Hilbert problems have been found useful in solving various other inverse problems,7-" to the best of our knowledge the Riemann-Hilbert problem described in Eqs. (7.4)-(7.7) does not appear elsewhere in the inverse scattering literature. In setting up Eqs. (7.4)-(7.7) we follow ideas outlined in Ref. 12 , where several types of integral equations are studied by reducing them to Riemann-Hilbert problems of the type (7.4)-(7.7).
In regard to the problems with discontinuous coefficients, we remark that Sabatier and his co-workers '3-1h studied the scattering for the impedance-potential equation and that Krueger studied'7"8 the inverse scattering problem for u,,-u,,+cl(x)u,+c2(x)u,i-c-,(x)u=O, where x, t E R and the coefficients c L , c2, cg are sectionally continuous functions with support in a finite interval. Krueger also considered u,, -E(x)u~~=O when E(X) is constant forx<O and sectionally continuous for x>O, and he developed" an iterative method to recover E(X) when the incoming and reflected waves are given.
This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we establish the analyticity of the Jost solutions of Eq. (1.1) and obtain some estimates on these solutions. In Sec. III we analyze a sequence of Schriidinger equations related to Eq. (1.1) in the intervals (x, ,x,+ r) for n = 0,. . . , N. The results in Sets. II and III are used in Sec. IV to obtain certain properties of the scattering matrix S(k) needed to solve the inverse scattering problem. In Sec. V we give the solution of our inverse problem; H(x) is recovered by using in Eq. (5.24) the unique solution of our singular integral equation (5.21). In Sec. VI our inversion procedure is illustrated by two examples. The unique solvability of Eq. (5.21) is established in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII we give the recovery of H(x) when bound states are present and illustrate the inversion procedure by an example. Finally, in the Appendix we give the proof of the second part of Theorem 4.2, establishing the behavior of the scattering matrix ask + 0.
II. SCAlTERlNG SOLUTIONS
In this section we show that the Jost solutions can be extended analytically in k from the real axis to the upper-half complex plane. We let C+ denote the upper-half complex plane and ?? = C+ U R. Similarly, C-denotes the lower-half complex plane and c-= C-U R.
Let If;g] =fg ' -f 'g denote the Wronskian. Using Eqs. (1.2)-( 1.5) we obtain H+ Hpl(k,x);fr(k,x)]= -2ik T,O= -2ik -Tl(k) '
Ifi(k,x);fr(-k,x)]=2ikH-g==--2ikH+ 2, 1 r 
The scattering matrix S(k) is not unitary unless H+=H_ . However, from Eqs. (2.1)-(2.4) it follows that Let us define the Faddeev functions, ml(k,x) from the left and m,(k,x) from the right, as
From Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) it is seen that
From Eqs. (2.10)-(2.12) we obtain
(2.14) cc Theorem 2.1: (i) Assume Q E .Li (R) and H-H, E L'(R'). Then, for each fixed x ER, the Faddeev functions ml(k,x), m,(k,x) and their derivatives m;(k,x), m:(k,x) are analytic in C+ and continuous in c+. Consequently, the Jost solutions fr( k,x), f,( k,x) and their derivatives fi (k,x), f:( k,x) are analytic in C+ and continuous in ??. Moreover, the following estimates hold: 
ImhWl c 1+
where we have used the estimate ( 1 -e2ikN+(z-r)j < 2 on the term involving H, -H(z) and used 1 1 -e2ikH+(z-x) 1 s 2lklH+jz-xl on the term involving Q(z). Defining h,(k,x) =ml(k,x)l(l+max{O,-x}), and using [(k,x) and f,(k,x) and their derivatives f;( k,x) and f:(k,x).
Hence, the proof of (i) is complete. To prove (ii), note that from Eq. (2.13) we have where mdkx) -mdO,xj =A ,(kx) +Mk,x) +A&kx), (2.21)
for some constant C, for all xaa we obtain we obtain lA,(k,x)jGlk$= dz '";;;$;zb'," (z-u 
By using Gronwall's inequality we see that ml(k,x)-ml(O,x)=o(jkla) uniformly on XZ=U. The estimates involving m,(k,x), m;(k,x), and m:(k,x) are obtained in a similar manner. Now suppose a=l. From Eqs. (2.21)-(2.25) it is seen that the error terms are O(k). The proof of the existence of riz [(O,x) and lit,(O,x) is complicated by the fact that under the assumption H-H, E L'(R') we cannot simply differentiate Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14) under the integral sign. Since the detailed estimates are standard but lengthy, we only outline the proof. Let
Then using Eqs. (2.21)-(2.25) and Gronwall's inequality, we show that I A(k,x) I s C' uniformly for x>u and k near 0. Using this bound and the integral equation satisfied by A(k,x) we estimate the difference IA(k, ,x) -A(k,,x)l and show that it is Cauchy as k, , k, 4 0. Thus A(k,x) has a limit as k --) 0 and hence riz [(O,x) exists. A similar argument works for m, (O,x) . n The statements in (ii) of Theorem 2.1 also apply to the Jost solutions and their derivatives, but in that case the uniformity in x is only valid when x is restricted to a bounded interval.
If LY= 1, using Eq. (2.10) as k --+ 0 and Eq. (2.12), we find that fI(O,x) obeys the integral equation which will be used in Sets. VI and VIII.
Ill. A LOCAL LIOUVILLE TRANSFORMATION
In this section we relate the Jost solutions of Eq. (1.1) to solutions of a sequence of Schrodinger equations on the intervals (xi ,xi+ t ) for j = 0,. . . , N. We use the fact that although H(x) is discontinuous at xi, the Jost solutions of Eq. (1.1) and their x-derivatives are continuous even at these points. The results here will be used in the next section to establish the properties of the scattering matrix. 
Since H(x) is assumed to have jump discontinuities at Xi for j= 1,. ..,N, the quantity V(y) is undefined at yj = y (xj). However, V(y) is well defined in each of the intervals (yj ,Yj+ ,> for j=O , . . . , N; thus, we can only use the Liouville transformation locally, i.e., only on each interval Cxj 9xj+ 1). Since H(x) is strictly positive, it follows that yo= y(xo) = -00 and YN+I=Yh+l)= +a* Let Vj,j+ t(y) be the potential defined by f elsewhere, (3.4) where V(y) is the quantity in Rq. (3.3) . We have Vj,j+l E L;(R), which is satisfied because 2H"H-3(H')2EL~(Xj,Xj+l) for j=O,..., N, i.e., because (H4) is satisfied. The Faddeev function from the left, Y,;j,j+,(k,y), associated with the potential Vj,j+l(y) satisfies the differential equation with the boundary conditions Yl;j,j+l(k,yj+l)= 1 and Y;;j,j+l(k,yj+l)=O; thus we see that Yl;j,j+ t (k,y) satisfies the integral equation where tj,j+ ,(k) is the transmission coefficient and rj,j+ t (k) and Zj,j + i(k) are the reflection coefficients from the right and from the left, respectively. The following facts about the entries of Sj,j+,(k) and [Y ~;n,n+l(k,y);Y,;,,,+~(k,y)l-2ikY~;,,,+~tk,y)Y,;,,,+,(k,y)= t,,,+,ckj. (3.11) Let us define the Wronskian matrix (3.12) wheref [(k,x) andf,(k,x) are the Jost solutions of Eq. (1.1). From Eq. (2.12) and Theorem 2.1 it follows that for each fixed x ER, the matrix F(k,x) is analytic in Cf and continuous in C?. Let us also define rj,j+ 1 (k,x) = Vj,j+ I(k,x) tj,j+ ltk,x) rlj',j+ l(k,x) I tj',j+ l(k,x) ' j=O,...,N.
Using Eqs. (3.8)-(3.11) we obtain 2ik det r n,n+l(krx)= -tn,n+l(k).
In the interval (Xi ,Xj+ r ), we have
is to be determined using Eqs. (3.8)-(3.10) . Since f [(k,x) , f,(k,x), f;(k,x), and f:(k,x) are continuous at each xj , the following matching conditions must be satisfied: ii rn,n+ltk,x,+O)-lr,-l ,/j+)&,-. i! 1 (3.24) n=j Thus, from Eqs. (3.12) , (3.15), and (3.23) , for x E (xi,xj+t) with OS~=GN-1 we have (3.25) and similarly from Eqs. (3.12), (3.15), and (3.24) , for 1 GjsN we obtain
The notation in Eqs. (3.24) and (3.26) means that n decreases from j to 1. For future use we define the matrix N-l Rk)= n rn,n+,(k,xn+l-O)- 'r,.I,n+2(k,x~+~+o) . n=O (3.27) 
IV. PROPERTIES OF THE SCATTERING MATRIX
In this section we establish some properties of the scattering matrix that are needed in later sections. Let us define dk)=[ ;; $;].
Then from Pqs. (2.6)-(2.9) it follows that u(k) is unitary. We will call a(k) the reduced scattering matrix for Eq. (1. l), and hence 7(k) will be called the reduced transmission coefficient and p(k) and e(k) the reduced reflection coefficients. Using Eqs. (1.4), (1.5), (3.19) , (3.20) , (3.25) 
Theorem 4.1: Assume QEL~(R) and H-H, eL'(R'). Then (i) kltik) is analytic in C+ and continuous in c+; 7(k) is continuous at k = 0, and either r(O) # 0 or r(k) vanishes linearly as k ? 0. The bound state energies for Eq. (1.1) correspond to the (simple) zeros of k/7(k) in C+ and can only occur on the imaginary axis in C'. There is never a bound state at k=O.
(ii) p(k) and e(k) are continuous for kER. 
where c is a nonzero real constant.
(ii) In the exceptional case The proof of (ii) is given in the Appendix. H
Next we consider the large k behavior of the reduced scattering matrix. Using Eqs. (3.5)-(3.10), we obtain r n,n+l(kxn+l -O)-'r,+l,n+*(k~X,+l+o)
as k + CO in CT+, where (4.15)
Note that E( -k,x,)=qE(k,x,)q, and we also have E( -k,x,)=E(k,x,) for k ER. Hence ll~zl E(k,x,) has the form
where for kER, a(-k)=a(k) and b(-k)=b(k). By Eqs. (4.13) and (4.15)
and hence from Eq. (4.16) we obtain Proof: Assume I 7(k0)) > 1 for some k. E 3. By taking reciprocal expressions in Eq. (4.22) and using Proposition 4.3 we have 1 T(k) -l/la(k)] I = o( 1) as k --+ 03 in c+. Hence there exists a number R>lk,j such that Is-(k)-l/~u(k)~~<~~(kO)~-1 for lkl=R, k E ??. Since /a(k 1 by Proposition 4.3, we conclude that I r(k)] < I 7(k0) 1 on the semicircle Ikl = R with k E c+, and also on R since I T(k)1 G 1 there. This contradicts the maximum modulus principle. Hence Ir(k inCf. n Let APW stand for the algebra of all complex-valued functions f(k) on R which are of the form f(k)=ZyE--m fje jkXi, where fj EC and Xj ER for all j and Cjlfjl <m. Then the closure of APW in L"(R) is the algebra AP of almost periodic functions. Now part (ii) follows from Eq. (4.23). n When H(x) is discontinuous, although T(k) does not converge to a constant as k --f CO in 3, it is still possible to construct 7(k) explicitly and uniquely in terms of 1 p(k)/ and the bound state energies, thus generalizing a procedure found in Ref. 22 for the case H(x)= 1. We will not give the details here, but we refer the reader to Sec. 2 of Ref. 27 where this construction is given.
We conclude this section with a result that will be needed in Sec. VIII. Let sgn(x) denote the sign function, i.e., sgn(x) = 1 when x>O and sgn(x) = -1 when x<O. Let h"denote the number of bound states of Eq. (1.1). Then we have Proposition 4.6: sgn(c) = ( -1). ' '+' and sgn($=( -1) ' ; where c and y are the constants in Eqs. (4.7) and (4.5), respectively.
Proofi Let k = is with s > 0. Then l/ 7(is) is real and, by Theorem 4.1 (i), has .,!"simple zeros corresponding to the A'-bound states. Moreover, by Eqs. (4.13), (4.19), and (4.21), 1/7(is) -+ IIIf(=l (~,a1 as s + +a. Thus (-1).';7(is)>O for s>O small enough. Therefore, in the generic case, we find that c = -lim,,, T( is)ls is positive if .&" is odd and negative if Jz" is even. In the exceptional case we may set s=O so that (-1) ' )7(0)>0, and by using Eq. (4.8) we see that y is negative if "fl is odd and positive if H is even. n
V. SOLUTION OF THE INVERSE PROBLEM
In this section, when there are no bound states we obtain H(x) from the scattering data consisting of Q(x), one of the reflection coefficients, and either of H, . The recovery of H(x) is accomplished by using in Fq. (5.24) the unique solution of the singular integral equation (5.21). The proof of the unique solvability of Eq. (5.21) will be given in Sec. VII. In Sec. VIII the method described here will be generalized to the case when there are bound states.
Let us write the Jost solutions of Eq. (1.1) in the form
where y is the quantity in Eq. Proofi The analyticity in k for Z,(k,y), Z,(k,y), Z;(k,y), and Z:(k,y) follows from the anWcity OffLkx), f,(k), fi(k,x), and f:(k,x) via Eq. (2.12) and Theorem 2.1. Using Eqs. (1.2), (3.19 ), (5.1), and that H(x) + H, as x -+ +m, we see that Z,(k,y) -+ 1 as x -+ -tm. Note that the o( 1) term in Eq. (3.19 ) is equal to --f," ds [ H( s) -H, ] and hence goes to zero as x --+ +m. Similarly, using Eqs. (1.3), (3.20) , (5.2), and that H(x) -+ H-as x -+ --co, we s; that Z,(k,y) + 1 as x --t --co.
Note that in Proposition 5.1, if we also require H'(x) -+ 0 as x + + 03, we then have Zi(k,y) -+ 0 when x -+ +m, and Zi(k,y) --+ 0 as x -t -a. + For any &(0,~/2) let Ss denote the sector Ss={k E C :SGarg ksrr-8). Theorem 5.2: Under assumptions (Hl)-(H5), for each fixed y ~R\{yt ,...,yN} the functions Zl(k,y) and Z,(k,y) are bounded in c+. Moreover, as k -+ 03 in S,J the following asymptotic relations hold:
Proof: We set + C e2ikyn c dp(kyn+l ,---y (Ys-Yr) .
n=j+l p=cn+1
(5.10)
Here C,, rz= l,..., N-1 with N>2, is the set of ordered pairs {r,s} such that r,s ~{rr,...,N} and 6s. The letter P denotes any nonempty subset of C,. The coefficients cp(k,yj+l,...ryN), cn(k,Yj+l,-**, YN), and dp(k,y,+lr...r yN) depend on k through the o( 1) terms in Eq. (4.12) and on ys through Eq. (5.14)
Let us define
Then from Eqs. (5.13)-(5.16), for keR, XER\{X~ ,..., n,}, and y~R\{y, ,..., y,.,} we obtain
Since we assume there are no bound states, by Theorems 4.4 and 5.2, for fixed x ER\{x, ,. ..,x,,,} and Y ER\{YI ,...,yN}, the functions F,(k,x,y) have analytic extensions in k to C', and as k + 03 in c ', F,(k,x,y) --t 0. The behavior of F,(k,x,y) at k=O depends on the falloff of Q(x) and H(x)-H, at infinity. If QEL~+,(R) with a~(O,l) and H-H, EL'(R'), then by Theorem 2.1 (ii), (5.1), and (5.2), we have
by Eq. (4.7) and (4.8). As indicated by Theorem 5.2, Z,(k,y) and Z,(k,y) are bounded fork E ??, and hence it follows with the help of Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) that F, (k,x,y) belong to the Hardy spaces H%(R) for p< l/( 1-a); if a= 1 a similar argument shows that F, (k,x,y) belong to H"+(R) for all p E ( 1 ,w). Recall that the Hardy spaces H$ (R) are the spaces of analytic functions f(k) on C* for which SUP,,~ Izm dklf(k k ie) IP is finite. Associated with these spaces are the projection operators nr projecting tP(R) onto H<(R). They are given by W.f)(k)= k& I;= s&o f(s).
( 5.18) It is known28 that II, are bounded and complementary projections on Lp(R) when 1 <p-Cm. Applying II+ and IL to Eq. (5.17) and using ntF,(k,x,y)=F, (k,x,y) we obtain for k ER
From Eq. (5.19) we see that for k ER, x ER\{x,, . . .,x~}, and y ER\{Y 1 ,. . .,y,,,}, the function F-(k,x,y) obeys the singular integral equation We remark that if, in addition to p(k) and Q(x), H-is known instead of H, , then we can first compute H+ as follows. In the exceptional case (i.e., when p(0) # -l), from Eq. (4.9) we have
In the generic case (i.e., when p(O)= -1) we first compute [7(k) I= dw for k E R and then find ICI =limk,,~7(k)~/~k~, h w ere c is the constant given in Eq. (4.11). Thus will in general diverge as k -+ 0. So far we have only worked out some cases in which this divergence is of the form of certain inverse power laws. To be specific, we assume that for some EE (0,l)
exists for every x~R\{x~,...,x~} and y~R\{y t , . . .,yN}. Here and in the sequel it suffices to consider k> 0. Some conditions on Q(x) that guarantee a behavior like (5.3 1) will be given below. To find an expression for Fa(x,y) in terms of Jost solutions we insert Eq. (5.1) in Eq. (5.16) and obtain
Letting k --+ 0 in the above equations, we see that Fe(x,y) in Eq. (5.31) is of the form 
VI. EXAMPLES
In this section we illustrate the inversion method described in the previous section by two examples. In the case of no bound states, we will solve Eqs. (5.21) and (5.24) starting from a given reduced reflection coefficient p(k) both in the generic and exceptional cases. We will also discuss the connection between p(k) and R(k) or L(k) in conjunction with the solution of the inverse problem. Even though the reflection coefficients in these examples are simple, the solution of the inverse problem involves extensive calculations.
We begin with the observation that the operator GY :H?(R) -+ H'?(R) in Eq. (5.23) has the form where 3 is the reversion map (.Yf)(k) =f( -k). Furthermore, X,(k,x,y) can be written as
where we have also used Eq. (5.27). Considering the operator ey, we first note that eY = 0 for 2y + pa 0. When 2y + /?< 0: using the Fourier transform .EH?(R) -+ L2( 0,~) defined by V%)(t)= /yrn dk eik'g(k), 65) we obtain (F@~lh)(t) = I poh(-t-2y-P), O<t<- (2y+P) 0, t>--(2y+jq.
The spectrum of 3GYJr' (and hence that of @") consists of the three points -po, 0, and po, each of which is an eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. Indeed, let N-, No, and N, denote the corresponding eigenspaces of .9-eyF1. Then
NS:={h~L2(0,~):h(t)=7h(--t-2y-/I), h(t)=0
for t>-(2y+P)}, The analysis in this case is similar to that in (a), except that now the constant A+ has to be evaluated by using the solution for y< -p/2, i.e., Eq. (6.13). The value wl, which is now positive, is determined uniquely by The result for H(x) is the same as in part (a), Eq. (6.1 I), and Eq. (6.14).
(6.15) (6.16)
We add a few more details concerning the function H(x) constructed above. First we observe that H( '13 i + 0) = H( w t -0) if and only if po=O, i.e., if and only if the potential is reflectionless. Then H(~)=H+/f,(0,x)~ forxER. Since we are dealing with the exceptional case, fr(O,x) = yf ,(0,x) by Eq. (4.5) and f,(O,x) -+ 1 as x + --03. Evaluating H-by using Eq. (6.14) we obtain the expression already found in Eq. (5.29). Furthermore, sincef [(O,x) has no zeros and fi(O,x) -P 1 as x -+ +w, the following estimate is valid:
Now, from Eqs. (2.15) and (2.19) it follows that
x>O. (6.18) .
Since Q EL;(R), it follows by using an integration by parts that the right-hand side of Eq. (6.18) is in L'(R+). Together with Eq. (6.17) this implies H-H, E L'(R+), which is consistent with our assumption (H3). Similarly, one argues that H-H-E Lt (R-). The Jost solutions from the left associated with H(x) can be obtained from Eqs. (5.1), (5.16), (6.4), and (6.6). We have
It follows from Eqs. (1.4), (3.20) , (4.1), (5.29), and (6.19) that T(k) = d=i and G(k)= -p(k), and one verifies that T(k)= l/u(k)= l/at, where u(k) and I+ were defined in Eqs. (4.19) and (4.13), respectively.
We have so far discussed the recovery of H(x) in terms of p(k), Q(x), and H, under the assumption that there are no bound states. From the viewpoint of physical applications it seems more appropriate to replace p(k) by R(k), in analogy to the standard case where H(x) = 1. As an example, let us assume that R(k) = R, is constant with -1 CR,< 1. From Eq. (4.1) we obtain p(k) = Rge2ikA + , where for the moment A + is considered to be a parameter. So p(k) is of the form (6.3) with /3=2A+ and po=Ro. and when 2y + P-C 0 we have
We first determine the spectrum of ~9~. From Example 6.1 we know that the spectrum of the operator h --t &z( -t-2y-j?) restricted to L2(0, -2y-j?) with 2y+/?<O consists of the two eigenvalues +&, each having infinite multiplicity. According to Eq. (6.26) this noncompact operator is perturbed by a compact integral operator. Hence, on L2(0, -2y -p), the spectrum of fly consists of the two points +l and possibly a countable number of eigenvalues A that can accumulate only at +t. We also know that [Xj~l because [p(k)]< 1, and hence I@,ll~l by Eq. (6.1). The following analysis confirms this expectation. For simplicity we set p=O in the following. The case /3 # 0 can be handled by the substitution y + y + p/2. It also suffices to consider fi,, on the invariant subspace L2(0, -2y) with y<O since on its orthogonal complement 0, is the zero operator. On L2(0, -2y) the eigenvalue problem for .P-$.ljrt reads @z(-r-2y)-,u(5+ l)epL(2Yf') dx ePxh(x)=Xh(r), (6.27) or equivalently dx eYz(x)=Xh(-t-2y).
(6.28) Now let U(t)= dx e@'h(x).
(6.29)
Our goal is to convert the eigenvalue problem (6.27) to a second-order differential equation for U(t). In order to justify the following steps we must first show that U'(t) is absolutely continuous. Writing Eqs. (6.27) and (6.28) in terms of U(t) we obtain '(-t-2y) in terms of U(t) and U(-t-2y), provided h # 25. So let us assume h # +lfor the moment. As a result, U'(t) can be expressed in terms of U(t) and U( -t-2y), both of which are absolutely continuous by Eq. (6.29). Hence U'(t) is absolutely continuous. Multiplying Eq. (6.31) by 5 and using Eq. (6.30) to replace .$U'( -t-2y) in Eq. (6.31) we obtain
42U"(t)-pLg(e+ l)U(t)=hp(E+ l)e2~L('+y)U(-t-2y)+h2U'(t). (6.32)
Differentiating Eq. (6.32) we obtain Now in the above equation, we replace U( -t-2y) and U'( -t--2~) by their equivalents in terms of U(r) and U'(t) by using Eqs. (6.32) and (6.31), respectively. After some simplifications we arrive at the differential equation (52-X2)U"(r)+2&+~~)U'(t)+~~(52-1)U(t)=O.
(6.33)
When A=+[, we can no longer conclude that U'(t) is absolutely continuous. However, Eq. (6.32) is still valid except that the terms involving U'(r) cancel out, i.e., we have U(t) = 7 e2p(t+Y)U( -t--2y) when X= +e. Proceeding with this equation as with Eq. (6.32), we arrive at Eq. (6.33), but without the terms involving U'(f) and U"(t). Hence U(r) = 0 and so +t cannot be eigenvalues of c$. The roots of the characteristic equation of (6.33), i.e., the roots of are given by r = p t ( /.L dm/ dm). It can be checked that when the roots are real, the resulting solution for U(t) does not satisfy (6.30). Therefore, the roots must be nonreal, which means I~<l~l<l.
The function U(r) is then of the form U(t)=el*' It follows that Xz + t 5 as n t *; in particular, when t=O the eigenvalues accumulate at zero. This is in agreement with the fact that when t=O the operator ey is compact. Equations (6.37) and (6.38) remain valid when @CO. However, a special circumstance arises when ,$S2+p2=0. This occurswhen2Sly/=(~/2)+n~forn=0,1,2...,i.e.,if2LLlyl/~=(~/2)+n*. Inthiscase,as can be seen from Fqs. (6.35)-(6.37), X= + m X = -$$ is an eigenvalue when IZ is odd.
is an eigenvalue when n is even and We now turn to the solution of Eq. (5.21). Since X,(k,x,y)=O when 2y+paO, it follows from Eqs. (6.24), (6.25), and (5.21) that X(k,x,y) =0 when 2y+B>O. Hence we can assume 2y+p<O.
From Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25) we see that X(k,x,y)=O when t>-(2y+P). For O<t < -(2y + p), IQ. (5.21) can be written in the form h(t)-@z(-t-2y-P)+~([+l)e~ ('+2Y+P) I -2y-P-r dx ewh(x)=g(t), (6.39) 0 where h(t)=(a(.,x,y))(r) and
Proceeding with Eq. (6.39) similarly as with Eq. (6.27), using U(t) from Eq. (6.29), we derive the differential equation 
we have when y < -PI2 we have
The point al where y(wr) = --p/2 is determined by -ik-p ' (6.60) With the help of Eq. (6.58) we can write Eq. (6.60) as r(k) = ik dv/( -p + ik). Furthermore, from Eqs. (1.4) , (3.20) , (4.1), and (6.59) we obtain /(k)=[(p--ikt)l(--,~+iik)]e-'~~.
As in Example 6.1 we discuss in a particular case the possibility of recovering H(x) from R(k) instead of p(k) . In contrast to Example 6.1, we will see that it is not always possible to find an H(x) for a given reflection coefficient R(k) and an arbitrary Q(x). Assume R(k) is of the form (6.23) with p=O, i.e., R(k)=(p+i&)l(-pfik).
In view of Eq. (4.1) we put p(k)=R(k)ezikA+, where A+ is considered to be a parameter. Hence, we are trying to find a function H(x) whose corresponding reduced reflection coefficient is of the form ( Thus we see that when d<O there always exists a function H(x). The expression (6.56) for H+ can be rewritten by using Eq. (6.64). The result is again Eq. (6.63), where now at>O. We will demonstrate by a simple example that Eq. (6.62) can indeed be violated. Let Q(x) = c 6(x-1 ), where c is a positive parameter and S(x) is the Dirac delta function. The fact that Q $ L:(R) is not important, since we could replace the delta. function by a step function concentrated near x = 1. Thenfi(O,x)=l for x>l andf!(O,x)= I-c(x-1) for x<l. An easy computation shows that the left-hand side of (6.62) is equal to cl( c + 1) and the right-hand side is equal to 1 /c( c + 1) . So Eq. (6.62) does not hold when CZ= 1.
VII. THE SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATION
In this section we study the singular integral equation (5.21). In Eq. (5.21) x and y appear only as parameters, and hence we can suppress these parameters in X(k,x,y) and Xo(k,x,y). Thus, we will write X(k)=X (k,x,y) and Xo(k)=Xo (k,x,y) and analyze
such that y E R is a parameter and X,(k) is a given function. Using the operators IIIr in Eq. (5.18) and 9 in Eq. (6.1), we can write Eq. (7.1) as
on a suitable Banach space of scalar functions on R. Recall that 1111, are bounded and complementary projections of Lp(R) onto the Hardy spaces H$ (R) for 1 <p<m. A function f EH~ (R) can be identified with its nontangential limits which exist and agree with f at almost every point of R (Ref. 30, Chap. 8) . For p=2 the projections l-I, are orthogonal. By H",(R) we denote the Banach algebra of bounded analytic functions on C', identified with their almost everywhere existing nontangential limits as k --+ R, which makes it into a closed subalgebra of L"(R). From Eq. (7.2) it is clear that QY is a bounded operator on HP-(R) for 1 <p<m. Using Eqs. (4.6) and (4.9) we can easily prove that Xo(k,x,y) defined by Eq. (5.22) belongs to HP-(R), provided Q E L f + ,(R) f or some LYE (O,l] satisfying LY> 1 -( l/p). Indeed, this is immediate from Eq. (6.2) and the identity
We will establish the unique solvability of Eq. (7.1) in H!.(R) for 1 <p<m. The proof will consist of several parts. First we prove the unique solvability of Eq. (7.1) in H:(R) by a contraction argument. Then we derive a two-vector Riemann-Hilbert problem satisfied by any solution of Eq. (7.1) in HP-(R). Th e accompanying Riemann-Hilbert problem, where only the asymptotic part -b(k)la(k) of p(k) has been retained, will be shown to be uniquely solvable by factorization of an almost periodic 2 X2 matrix function. As a result, Eq. (7.1) will be a Fredbolm integral equation of index zero in HP-(R). A Fredholm argument then leads to the unique solvability of Eq. (7.1) in HP-(R) with l<p< ~0. Its solution X(k) will then belong to HP-(R) for every finite p satisfying cu> 1 -(l/p).
Consequently, the solution X(k,x,y) of Eq. (5.21) will belong to HP-(R) for every finite p satisfying a> 1 -( 1 lp) whenever Q E L' t+,(R) for some G-0. In particular, if Q s L:(R), the solution of Eq. (5.21) belongs to HP-(R) for every p E ( 1 ,w).
Theorem 7.1: For 1 <p < 00, Eq. (7.1) has a unique solution X E H!.(R) for every X0 E HP_(R). This solution is given by X(k) = ZrZo[qXo] (k), where the series converges absolutely in the norm of HP_ (R).
Proof(forp =2): Here we will give the proof for only p = 2; the proof for p # 2 will be given at the end of this section. Since K&!G'f =0 for every f EH?(R) if IYEH",(R) (in particular, for constant a), we may replace p(k)e2'ky by p(k)e 2iky+ E for any constant E= e(y)30 without changing the operator c"; and hence Eq. (7.1). Using Theorem 4.5 we see that there exists E= e(y)?=0 such that
In the exceptional case, where I/P]]~= supkERIP(k) I< 1, we may take e=O. Because II-and Sare both operators of unit norm, we have in the norm of H:(R) an so X(k) is bounded in the L2-norm d uniformly in y. In the generic case, X(k) will generally not be bounded in the L2-norm as y --+ --co. This can be seen from Example 6.2. Indeed, consider Eq. (6.44) with p=O and hence y<O. Since for each fixed x the L2-norm of X(. ,x,y) diverges like ]y( 1'2 as y + --00. This divergence is to be expected in view of the fact that as a consequence of Eqs. (6.37) and (6.38), the eigenvalues of Py approach _t 1 as y --+ --03. Hence ]](I-G~)- 'I] is unbounded as y --+ -a, where we use I to denote the identity operator.
Before studying Eq. (7.1) in HP-(R), we derive a Riemann-Hilbert problem satisfied by any solution of Eq. (7.1) in HP-(R), using a procedure essentially originating from Sec. 
Changing the variable in Eq. (7.4) from k to -k one gets
From Eqs. (7.4) and (7.5) we obtain the vector Riemann-Hilbert problem 
, and II(,2)=IIt@IIt. We have Proposition 7.2: For 1 <p<m, the vector Riemann-Hilbert problem for k ER. Premultiplying Eq. (7.8) by G+(k) -I, we obtain uniquely which completes the proof. n Proposition 7.3: For 1 <p < 00, Eq. (7.6) has a unique solution X EHP_(R) for every X0 EHP_ (R). This solution is given by X(k) = Er=, [(p,(.) e 2i(')Y9)nXO]( k), where the series converges absolutely in the norm of HP-(R).
Proof: Let F,(k) be defined by Eq. (7.7) where X0 E HP_(R) is a given function. Then we can write Eq. The top equation of the pair (7.9) then implies Eq. (7.6) on applying II-; conversely, every solution of Eq. (7.6) leads to a solution of Eq. (7.9). Consequently, Eq. (7.6) has a unique solution X E HP_ (R) for every X0 E HP_(R). To see that Eq. (7.6) can in fact be solved by iteration, we replace p,(k) by cp,(k) for some complex number c with /cl 6 1. Then G,(k) is replaced by G,,,(k) = 8G,(k) + G,(k) *], given by Here the superscript * denotes the adjoint. Since ]]p,J,,< 1, the real part of the matrix G,,,(k) exceeds d for some 00 independent of k c R. As a result, Eq. (7.6) with p,(k) replaced by cp,( k) has a unique solution X E HP_ (R) for every X0 EHP_(R). Hence the integral operator in Eq. (7.6) has spectral radius strictly less than 1 in HP-(R). is Fredholm of index zero, and by Theorem 7.1 with p = 2 the operator 1-C y is invertible on H-(R). Making HP_(R)nHb?(R) into a Banach space by equipping it with the sum of the Lp-and the L2-norm, we see that 1-G; is the sum of an invertible and a compact operator and hence a Fredholm operator of index zero. Since it must be injective in view of the invertibility of 1-Q; on H?(R), it is invertible on HP_(R)nH'?(R). As a result, it has a dense range on HP-(R). Being Fredholm of index zero, I--ey must be invertible on HP-(R).
To prove that ECq. (7.6) can be solved by iteration, we repeat the above Fredholm argument with p,(k) replaced by cp,(k) for some complex number c with I c( < 1. Then I-c@ is Fredholm of index zero on HP-(R) and is invertible on H?(R). Thus I-c@~ is invertible on HP-(R) if (c]<l. n VIII. BOUND STATES When there are bound states for Eq. (1.1) with energies -KJ? with j= l,.. .fl, the reduced transmission coefficient T(k) has simple poles on the positive imaginary axis at k= 'fcj . In this section we modify the inversion procedure described in Sec. V to include the bound states. In this case the scattering data will consist of Q(X), a reflection coefficient, either of H, , the bound state energies, and the norming constants. We assume that (Hl)- (H5) 
Then from Eqs. (8.4) and (8.5), for k ER, x eR\{x, ,..., xN}, and y eR\{yl ,..., yN} we obtain
where we have defined In Eq. (8.10) the left-hand side has an analytic extension in k to C!+ and that extension does not grow faster than a polynomial in k of degree A"'-1 as k -+ CO in c+; analogously, the right-hand side has a similar analytic extension in k to C-. Thus both sides must be equal to
which is a polynomial in k of degree .A'-1 such that the coefficients are functions of x and y. By Eqs. (8.7) and (8.9), G-( -k,x,y) = -G- (k,x,y) and fi( -k,x,y) = -fi(k,x,y) when k ER; thus p,(x,y)=(-l) J'+n+' p,(x,y 
In analogy with Eqs. (5.21) and (7.1), we can write the singular integral equation in (8.13) in the form Note, however, that fi+(i~, ,x,y) also depends on pe(x,y) ,..., p,,,-i(x,y) via B(k,x,y) in Eq. (8.13) and G-(-k,x,y) in Eq. (8.9). Once the polynomial P, , .-,(k,x,y) has been found, H(x) can be obtained as described following the proof of Theorem 5.4 by using X(0) = G-(O,x,y) on the left-hand side of Eq. (5.24).
Example 8.1: Let us illustrate the inversion method outlined in this section by a simple example. Although H(x) will turn out to be continuous in this example, the example shows how the inversion method works when bound states are present. A more elaborate example with a discontinuous H(x) is given in Ref. 
